
5331 STATE ROUTE 7   NEW WATERFORD, OH 44445   800-955-8443

PRODUCT NAME
ITEM CODE #
UPC CODE #

BLACK TIE WOOD WEATHERIZER

830-05 (4.75 Gallon)     830-01 (0.9 Gallon)

017581 83005      017581 83001

MAXIMUM V.O.S./V.O.C. is 2.1 lbs. per gallon.  Do not thin!

Petroleum Asphalt/Mineral Spirits

Century Black Tie Railroad Tie & Wood Weatherizer is a ready to use product that provides exterior wood with a 
rich dark finish that resists damage caused by harsh weather. Black Tie may be applied with a brush or roller. Note: 
This product remains tacky when set and may track or stain hands and clothing. Black Tie cannot be painted over.

Soak Method: Soak landscape pole in 5 gallon pail or vat if possible. Soak wood 5 minutes for every inch of 
thickness. Remove the pole from vat. Allow to absorb and set. Recommended set-up time is 24 hours (surface will 
be tacky). Repeat as often as desired. Allow pole to set before burying.  
Brush-On Method: Make sure surface is clean and dry. Apply generous amount, because much of the product 
soaks into wood. Allow to absorb and set. Recommended set-up time is 24 hours (surface will be tacky). 

Protective clothing and eyewear (goggles or face shield) should be worn during application.  The wood surface to be 
coated must be clean, dry and free of grass, leaves, dirt and foreign material. Do not apply over painted or 
varnished surfaces.  Do not use on surfaces that will be placed underwater.

Do not thin. Normal coverage is approximately 100 sq. ft. per gallon. The age, texture and porosity of the surface 
affect actual coverage attained.

Clean hands and tools with mineral spirits and follow with hot, soapy water.

5 gallon plastic and 1 gallon metal pails. 
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